
 

 

 

 

“We got to explore interes�ng topics, work together as a team and share awesome ideas. It’s all 
about being crea�ve, interac�ve and having great discussions where we can share our thoughts 
and examples.” – SUPERHEROES student in Bulgaria 

Over the last two year a European Partnership has worked on crea�ng a sustainable lesson 
programme for teachers in high schools called SUPERHEROES. It focusses on the Sustainable 
Development Goals (SDGs)   During these years the partners aimed to change the mindset of students 
aged 12 to 16 to help them take ac�on in a sustainable world.   

The six partners involved in the project, from the Netherlands, Latvia, Bulgaria and Spain have used 
their experiences to create a easy to implement programme. Since the start of the project the 
partners have created a lesson plan, E-book, pla�orm, and ac�ons plans.  These results will help 
teachers and students alike to see examples and get inspired to use the materials themselves.  

To ensure that all the materials were usable the partners have tested them extensively with teachers 
and students. At its peak in development the partners went to Caceres, to test the material with 5 
students and two teachers from all countries. The students enjoyed this very much and they looked 
back to a very nice experience. For some it was even the first trip outside their countries.   

To help teachers implement teachers and schools to implement the lesson plan into their own 
schools the partners have developed ac�on plans. As the partners are aware that not all schools work 
the same, and some do only want to implement small parts. Through dividing the lesson plan in four 
topics, and crea�ng the ac�ons plans it is very easy for teachers to use it in their own classrooms. It 
can be found here.  

With the end of the project coming close, we want to thank all par�cipants who helped us developed 
the project results, without their support it would not have been possible to create these results. 
From the contact with teachers and students we have had they all look back at a very nice 
experience. Once again, we thank you all and expect that the project results will be used con�nuously 
in the future.  

If you got interested please have a look here to find how to implement the materials yourselves.  

 

  

https://localsuperheroes.eu/wp-content/uploads/2024/02/SUPERHEROES-Lessonplan-final.pdf
https://localsuperheroes.eu/

